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THE STYLE AND REFERENCES OF LYLY'S EUPHUES
In the histoiiy of" English prose the sixteenth century is a 
time of beginnings* Not only does this period witness the struggle 
of the English language to become aneSsHy medium of non—poetic 
literary expression, but it sees also the differentiation of the 
later types of prose writing. Here are to be found the. germsiof 
history, biography, criticism and prose fiction. To ?the .‘last' • 
naned species belongs the Euphues of John Lyly, one. of to*; 
portant books of an important age. It does not seem too much to 
claim the Euphues as the first English nove.lt Not that our lit­
erature was without fiction until its appearance; the century 
was rich in translations and adaptations of foreign tales. But 
this book is perhaps the first to show the combination of plot 
and character in the form the later romance and novel were to as­
sume. A prior claim may be made for the Utopia of Sir Thomas 
More* written sixty-three years before the Euphues; but the fact 
that the Utopia was a Latin, and not an English work, makes its 
claim void.
* See Jusserand: The English Novel in the Time of Shakespeare.»
p. 103.
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Aside from the importance due to its position-in the history 
of English fiction, Lyly's Euphues deserves consideration because 
of its popularity in its own time, and the influence of its 
style on English;prose. The number of editions, the comments of 
contemporaries, and the imitations of its style show that the Euphu­
es was considered one of the greatest books of its time. Never- 
tneless, after a few years this work sank to a degree of oblivion 
equal to its earlier popularity. For nearly two hundred years it 
received but passing notice from occasional critics, some of whom 
seem never to have read the book. In our own century Scott re­
awakened interest in this literary curiosity by putting into the 
mouth of Sir Piercio Shafton in the Monastery what he believed to - 
be the language of Euphues. But Scott showed a gross misconception 
of the euphuistic style. About the middle of the century Kingsley 
in Westward Ho did much to redeetp the Euphues, not only from oblivion, 
but also from obloquy, by portraying the true nature of the men 
who used this affected style.* Since that time critics have set 
themselves seriously to find out the true nature of the Euphues. 
ihe chief results of this investigation have been fc-e clearly^de- 
fine the elements of the stylistic movement known as Euphuism and 
to assign it a definite place in the history of English prose.
* For critical comments on the Euphues from 1586 to 1861 see 
Arber: English Reprints: Lyly pp. 13-27,
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The Euphues was the first work of John Lyly, one of the versa­
tile English writers of the sixteenth century. By the production 
of several plays, whose influence may be traced in Shakespeare’s 
comedies, he won fame as a dramatist.§ That he was no mean poet 
a number of charming and graceful littfce lyrics in these plays 
give evidence. He contributed at least one pamphlet to the Martin- 
Marprelate controversy*, the literary war that took place in the 
latter part of the sixteenth century between the opponenfe^and the 
defenders of the episcopacy. As has already been stated, he wrote 
the first English novel. Neverthless, so far does his peculiar 
prose style, a characteristic of most of the plays as well as of 
the Euphues, outweigh the matter or the form of his writings, that 
he is generally mentioned as Lyly, the Euphuist. Only the most 
careful of recent literary historians and critics designate him 
as the dramatist and Euphuist.
Little is known of the man Lyly. For this very reason his 
life has been of interest to writers on Euphuism. Statements ac- 
cepted as raatters of fact by some of his biographers are consider-
•iryy rtsUjuuL
eefas little better than conjectars. The latest contribution to 
the biography of Lyly is the introduction to the edition of 
Lyly’s Endymion by Mr. Seorge P. Baker of Harvard University.
§ Landmann: Shakespeare and Euphuism: transactions of New-Shakespere 
Society 1880-5 Part II.
* Baker: Lyly's Endymion, introduction p. ii.
Lyly’s authorship of the pamphlet, "Pappe-with-an-Hatchet, has beon disputed. But Mr. Baker’s evidence seems conclusive.
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Mr. Baker adds littpi new in the way of fact. But he overturns 
all the old material, views it in the light of the literary histo­
ry of the period and of the autobiographic nature^as he believesj 
of the Euphues, and adduces new conclusions. Without attempting 
to discuss disputed points, the main facts of Lyly’s life will be 
given. He was born in Kent in 1553 or 4, probably some time be­
tween October 8, 1553 and January 1554.§ In 1569 he became a student 
at Magdalen College, Oxford, but was not matriculated until Octo­
ber 1571. He was probably rusticated for three years shortly after
enterxng Oxford.* He received his bachelor’s degree in 1573 and
/cry*}
two years lator^he was incorporated master of arts at Cambridge in 
accordance with a custom of the time for scholars to pursue their 
studies at both Universities. At Oxford, he did not distinguish 
himself in the proscibed academic branches, but he won a reputation 
as a ’noted wit', a reputation that was to be increased by the 
appearance of the Euphues. This work was prepared in two parts, 
one in 1578, the other written in the following year although not 
published until 1580.
Lyly’s occupation for anumber of years aftex- 1570 is uncer­
tain. He seems to have held some position in the house-hold of his 
patron Lord Burghley, to whom he had made an earlier appeal.for
§ Baker p. v.
This is the interpretation of a passage in the address to the
Gentlemen Scholar of Oxford, See Arber: p. 207
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/an Oxford fellowship that he did not receive. Contrary to the 
commonly accepted belief Mr. Baker holds that Lyly's earlier years 
were not hampered by poverty. For thirteen years, probably from 
1591 to 1604, Lyly waited at court hoping to receive an appoint­
ment. His appeal to the queen in two letters, the second separat­
ed from the first by an interval of three years, are most touching. 
"Thirteen years your highness servant, but yet nothing,
Twenty friends that though they saye they wilbe sure I find them 
sure to be slowe. A thousand hopes but all nothing, a hundred 
promises but yet nothing. Thus casting upp the In ventary of my 
friends, hopes, promises, and tymes, the summa totalis amounteth 
to just nothing. My last will is shorter than myne invencion: but 
three legacies, patience to my Creditors, Melancholic without m 
%sure to my friends, and beggerie without shame to my family."*
Thus Lyly writes in his sec**5^ letter.
The position Lyly desired was that of master of the revels 
but the Hghest court appointment he ever received was that of vice­
master of the gt. Paul's and Savoy companies of child actors.
Lyly wrote nine plays that were presented by these companies, 
seven in prose, one in blank verse, and one in rhyme.
Lyly was probably a member of Parliament four times between 
1589 and 1602. He was married, and had three children, two sons 
and one daughter. It is evident that the last years of his life
* Arber p. 10.
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were filled with nnhappiness, if not with actual hardship. He 
died in London, 1606.
The history of such a book as the Euphues is of almost as 
much interest as the life of its author. This work appeared in two 
parts: the first, "Euphues, the Anatomie of Wit," the second, 
"Euphues and his England." The discussion of the editio princeps
of the "Anatomie of Wit" is an interesting bit of literary histo-
‘vy9 Of this part of th© Euphuos there have been two modern re- 
prints; one by an English scholar, Edward Arber, in 1868, in his 
series of English reprints; the other by a German scholar^Dr. 
Frederich Landmann, in 1887. Arber*s volume contains also a re­
print of the England. Landmann edited but the first part of the 
Euphues, publishing in the same volume with it the first 
chapter of Sidney's Arcadia." Arber*s text is based on what he be­
lieved to be a unique copy of the edition princeps owned by Henry- 
Morley. This copy lacks the title page and preface, but the colo- 
phon bears the date 1579.§ Landmann*s edition is based on an un­
dated copy in the Bri. tish Museum. Twelve passages, ranging in 
length from three to sixty-three lines^not in the Landmann copy 
are found in the Morley, making a difference of about five pages
* There is an evident error in the statemen of Sidney Lee in the 
Dictionary of National Biography that "Careful reprints of the 
earliest editions of both parts were issued by Prof. Arber in 1868 
and by Dr. Frederich Landmann at Hilbronn in 1887."
§ Arber pp. 11,12.
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in the two. Since the copy used by Landmann was not a spurious, 
but a regularly licensed print, but two possible views of the 
relation of these editions can he held. Either the Morley is the 
editio princeps and the Landmann a condensed and revised edition, 
or the Landmann is the editio princeps and the Morley augmented 
and corrected. The second is the view taken by Dr. La\ndmann.
In support of this he adyances two proofs. All subsequent edi­
tions follow the Morley, and the Landmann copy is the only one 
that does not bear on the title page the words "corrected and 
augmented".* Moreover, in the Address to the Gentlemen Readers 
found in the preface to all the perfect copies, the Landmann differs 
from the others, this bit of internal evidence seeming to indicate 
that the Landmann copy belongs to a Christmas, the Morley to an 
Easter edition. Since the book was registered for printing Dec­
ember 2, 1578, Landmann holds that the editio princeps appeared 
at the close of that year. §
There seems no doubt that the first edition of Euphues and 
his England was published in 1580. Between 1578 and 1636 it is 
believed that sixteen edit! ons of both parts appeared, the ninth 
coming out in the year of Lyly’s death. Only one translation of 
the Euphues is known, a Dutch translation of 1671. In 1718 there 
was a modernzation of Lyly's novel under the title "The False
"It will be remembered that the Morley copy lacks the title page 
and preface.
§ Landmann: Euphues, Introduction pp. VII-VIII.
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Friend and Inconstant Mistress.*
Henrj! Morley is the father of recent scientific criticism of 
Euphuism. Since the appearance of his article in the London
Quarterly for Apr>il 1861 much had been written on the subject. The 
chief questions^which critics have concerned themselves about, are 
the origin and the Elements of Euphuism and the exact period of its 
prevalence in English literature. This investigation har done no 
greater service than to rescue the term Euphuism from the realm 
of vagueness and assign to it a definite, legitimate meaning.
In its general use the word had come to mean almost any form of 
literary affectation# Morley restricted its application to the 
artificial style of the sixteenth century^- growing out of the re­
vival of classical learning in England and the influence of Italy. 
In his first discussion of the subject he seems to make Euphuism 
synonymous with the use of conceits, setting as broad a limit of 
its prevalence the period f m  Surrey to Dryden's mid-career.§ 
Landmann, writing several years later than Morley, distinguished 
various forms of literary affectation in the sixteenth century, 
giving the name Euphuism to that which prevailed from about 1557 to 
1590. The first date is that of the publishing of Sir Thomas
North's translation of the Dial of Princes, by Guevara_,the greatest 
Spanish writer of tfc e period; the second is the year in which 
Greene, the dramatist and pamph$3,1;eer, one of the imitators of
* Landmann: Euphues, Introduction p. X.
§London Quarterly Vol. CIX p. 351.
kyly > gave up this style to write in a simple unaffected manner.* 
Lyly was not^then^the inventor of Euphuism. His book but gives 
the name to the stylistic movement of which it is the most com­
plete expression, and marks the high tide of its influeme. Thus 
scientific Briticism has come to accept as the result of its in­
vestigations a passing comment made by one of Lyly’s contemporaries;
Gabriel Harvey; "Y oung Euphues hatched the eggp, that his elder
zfriends laic& "§
The main characteristics of Euphuism may be grouped in two 
classes, one pertaining to the formal side, the other to the sub­
ject matter. On the formal sidefc theiimportant elements are:
l(1) The union of parisonic anthithesis with transverse alitera- 
tion. The Euphues abounds in simple anthithesis and simple allitera­
tion. But neither of these is a feature belonging strictly to the 
euphuistic style. In parisonic atfcithAsis the elements of theA
opposing members are of the same length with word matched against 
word, sometimes even syllable against syallable. Transverse alli­
teration, that is, not a mare repetition of the same leter as, a- 
a-a, but the repetition of the same series as a - b - c, a - b - a, 
serves to point outthe opposing words. Thus.
"If you looke for comfort in your hoarie hair.es be not 
£oye when you have your golden lockes; if you would be imbraced in 
ye wayning of your braveries, be not squeymish in the waxing of
* Landmann: Euphues, Introduction p. 2. Also Transactions of New
Shakespeare Society 1880-5 part II, Landmann Shakespeare and
Euphuism pp. 252*259. §Baker, Endymion, Intro, p, 180.
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beautie."*
This element is regarded by Landmann as the sine qua non of 
Euphuism.
(2) The use of consonance, assonance, paronomasia, and ^ 2*0*14,.
As:
nI will to Athens, there to tosse my bookes, no more in Naples 
to live with faire lookes."§
"It is not his great mannors, but mjt good manners, that shall make 
my marriage."®
"More desirous to have them mainteine the name, then the nature 
of Gentlemen."#
(3) Long series of rhetorical questions frequently in cli- 
tmastic order, as,
"Doe you not knowe that which all men doe affirme and know, that 
blacke will take no other color? That the stone Abeston beeing 
once made hot will never be made colde? That fyre cannot be 
forced donnewarde? That everything will dispose it selfe accord­
ing to Nature? Can the Aethiope chanunge or alter his skinne? or
SJlsiAT^the Leopard his h«ir? Is it possible to gather grapes of thornes 
or figges of thistles, or to cause anything to strive against Nature?*
* Arber: p. 55 11.10-14 
§ Arber p. 99 1. 36
0 Ibid p. 81 1. 28
# Ibid p. 34 1. 36 
** Ibid p. 42
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The seoond group of characteristics consists of similes and 
examples drawn from three principal sources.'
(1) Ancient history and mythology, and tre classics.
(2) natural history^ including pseudo-natural history of Pliny.
(3) Daily life.
As these references are to be considered in detail no ex­
amples need be given here.
In regard to the origin of Euphuism,-there are two theories. 
The English scholar Morley, followed by Sidney Lee, holds that 
this artifical style was imported from Italy; that it was the out­
come of the revival of the study of Demosthenes and Cicero, and 
of the importance given in the universities to rhetoric; that Lyly 
grafted on this general affectation certain peculiar stylistic 
qualities.* Landmann, the German scholar, holds that the Euphues 
in matter as well form is but an adaptation from Guevara, the 
Spanish writer, the translation of whose works into English by 
Sir Thomas North has already been mentioned. Guevara does not use 
alliteration, the Spanish language not lending itself to that 
figure as does the English, and he draws his Nature similes from 
facts and not frorn^  false natural history of Pliftf,§ but all the 
other characteristics of Euphuism are present. Mr. Baker accepts 
Landmann*s theory.** As far as can be judged without access to
* Morley: English Writers Vol. VIII pp. 316-22.
§ New Shakespere Society Transactions 1880-5. Part II. Landmann: 
Shakespere and Euphuism pp. 252-8.
**Baker Lyly’s Endymion, Introduction, p. c 1 XXXII
====_ ===^ _ _ ====_ === 11 ___ ________
the sources, Landraann's view seems the more plausible. Euphuism 
would seem to be Guevarism, carried to an excess and enriched from 
the capabilities of the English language,
Lyly was not the first English writer to use Euphuism. His 
indebtedness to The Scholamaster of Roger Ascham, published in 
1571, for part of his subject matter has long been acknowledged. 
Recently it has been shown that Ascham anticipated some of the 
features of Lyly’s style*. It is probable that to this earlier 
writer Lyly oves the name of his book.§ In another English book.,
A petite Pallace of Pettie his pleasure by George Pettie, which 
appeared two years before the Euphues, all the elements of euphuis- 
tic style, excepting the references to fabulous natural history 
are present.**
This paper does not attempt to treat the general stylistic 
movement of Euphuism, but confines itself to the studi^ of some 
features of the book Euphues. Its main purpose is to present the 
results of a somewhat careful investigation of the manifestation 
in the Euphues of those elements of Euphuism that pertain more 
strictly to subject matter than to form. The minute study has 
been limited to the story proper of Euphues in The Anatomie of
* Baker: Lyly's Endymion, Intro, p. c 1 XXXII 
§ Morley: English writers Vol. VIII p. 358.
** Baker: Introduction p. c 1 XXXII.
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Wit. The series of essays and letters that follow the novel 
have not been considered.
I One of the elements designated in the second group of the 
characteristics of Euphuism is the use of classical references. 
Lyly's fondness for this source of example and illustration is 
seen in the fact that in the 96 pages of text studied^,there are 
53 such passages, occupying, according to cpmputation by line, 
abovit l/6 of the entire number of pages. Since many of these 
passages contain a series of such references, the number of indi­
vidual allusions is much greater. Lyly’s struggle for variety 
appears in the number of different personages or objects mention­
ed. Of the 177 distinct allusions, 108 are to different persons 
or things. Occasionally single references are used, as;
"I shold set down Venus shadowja without the lively substance* 
p. 70 1. 22.•"
"Achilles speare could as wel heale as hurt." p. 107 1. 6. 
generally, however, the references appear in antithetical or in­
terrogative series. It is not uncommon to find as many as three 
sets of apposed references; the greatest number in any one passage 
is ten, in five pairs.
"Which if I may obteine, assure your selfe, that Damon to his 
Pythias, Pilades to his Orestes, Tytus to his Gysippus, Thesuis 
to his Pirothus, Scipio to his Laelius, was never found more
t,faithfull, th%n Euphues will be to Philantus." p. 49 1. 31-5.
* All quotations of passages from the Euphues are from Arber’s
Reprint*. 13
Alliteration is frequently combined with antithesis in these pass­
ages. An interesting instance of wresting the significance of 
names to attain this is: - "as well Damocles to betray him, as 
Damon to be true to him.w p. 35 1. 27 The greatest length of any 
one series of classical references is twenty-one lines, a little 
more than one half page (p. 37 1. 37- p. 38 1. 19) Another 
passage almost as long is found on page 110.
Jjyly’ s chief classical sources are Ovid, Virgil, Homer and 
Plutarch.* In the story of Euphues in The Anatomie of Wit he 
draws largely from two of these, Ovid and Plutarch. Although this 
feature of Lyly’s style is spoken of as a 'predilection for 
ancient mythology and history,§ none of the references can be 
called historical in the strict sense of the word; statements made 
about historical personages of the ancient world are, with a few 
possible exceptions, mythical or traditional; that is, they were 
historical in the sixteenth century sense, but not in the modern. 
The following partial classification is given merely as suggestive
of the range of Lyly's classical allusions.
I Ancient peoples.
Persians, Parthians, Greeks, Lacedemonians.
II Historical personages.
Agesilaus, Alexander (5), Aristippus (3), Aristotle (3)
* See table in John Lyly and Euphuism by Clarence Griffin Child p.
.
§ Landmann: Euphues, Introduction P. XX.
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Chrisippus, Cicero, (Tjullie 1)^ , Cyrus, Dirgenes (3)J Darius,
Galen, Euripides, Lycurgas, Justinian, Plato, Ovid, (2), 
Properties Tibullus, Scipio (2), Seneca.
Ill School of Philosophy.
Stoickes, (5), Epicure.
IV. Deities.
Apollo(2), Cupid (5), Diana, Flora, Juno (2), Jupiter (3), 
Medusa, Neptune, Pan, Proteus^Venus (8), Vesta (3), Vulcan.
V. Stories of Mythology.
1. Trojan war. Ajax, Achilles, Iflyssss, Paris, Hector, Menelaus,
Helen.
2. Aeneas and Dido. Aen&eas (3)
3. Golden Fleece. Jason, Medea.
4. Wanderings of Ulysees. Calypso, Penelope, Sirens.
5. Tarqui^nus and Lucretia.■
6. Troilus and Cressid.
7. Damon and Pythias.
■
8. Orestes.
9. Theseus.
A number of references did not seem of sufficient importance to 
classify.
Since the Euphues is a story of love and friendship it is 
natural that msny of the references should bear on those two 
relations of life* Aside from these we find references treating
* The figures in paranthesis denote the number of times the name
appears. 15
of custon, education, philosophy, morality and ethics.
There are two chief ways in which Lyly uses these references. 
The first may be called a didactic use. He either turns to this 
source for confirmation of a statement already made, or deduces 
a general conclusion fion a series of examples. Thus:
"But alas Euphues, what truth can there be found in a travailer?
H,what stay in a stranger? whose words and bodyes both watch but 
for a winde, whose feete are ever fleeting, whose faith plyghted
oon the shaare, is turned to perjurye when they hoyse sayle. Who 
more traitorous to Phillis th&n Demonphoon? yet hee a travayler. 
Who more perjured to Dido then Aeneas? and he a stranpger: both 
these Queones, both they Caytiffes. Who more T'alse to Ariadne 
then Thesius? Yet he a sayler. Who more fickle to Medae^then 
Jason? Yet he a starter: both they unfaithful^ of their promises."
p. V? 11. 6-18. • i v
The second is a purely literary use. It appaarisrraspe'c^ iAlcly
in the figure metonymy. Thus: : j p >.» />
"He could easily discerns Apollos Musieke from Pan his Pype,
and Venus beauty from Juno’s bravery, and the faith of Lallius
from the flattery of Aristippus." p. 35 11. 29-32.
One reference is striking for introducing the classical names
into a homely English figure which contains no direct suggestion
of the original story.
e^ Jt"Did not Giges Candaules a coat by his own measure?" p. 63 1
1. 9.
The great number of references to Venus has been noted. In
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the use of thf inames Venus and Cupid Lyly shows the Jm i m m h to 
make expressions once purely figurative but little more than ordi­
nary phrases, as in "the Tabernacle of Venus," (p. 35 1. 5)
"the bands of Cupid" Ip. 112 1. 10)
But with all this wealth of classical allusion there are but 
three Latin expressions in the story. They are insignificant and 
all appear in one speech,that of the old gentleman of Naples who 
upbraided Euphues on account of his manner of life. They are: 
ex consequently p. 46 1. 35 
quae supra nos, nih&l ad nos p. 46 1. 16.
Sententias loqi^tur carnifex p. 46 1. 17.
Lyly makes four quotations from classical authors:
"Doth not Cicero conclude and allowe, that if we follows and 
obey Natiire, we shall never erre?" p. 42 11. 15-17.
"Doth not Aristotle alledge and confirme that Nature frameth or 
maketh nothing in any point rude, vaine or imperfect?" p. 42 11.17-19
"The woman that maketh herselfe barren by not marrying is 
accompted amonge the Grecian Ladyes worse then a carry», as Homer 
reporteth." p. 86 11. 5-8.
"Is it noe trutwhat Seneca reporteth, that as too much bend­
ing breadsth the bowe, so too much remission spoyleth the minde?" 
p. 112 11. 2-4.
"Talking of Stones, Stars, Plants, of fishes, Flyes, Playing 
with words and idle similes."*
* Arber: p. 17.
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This characterization of Lyly*s style by Michael Drayton, a 
late contemporary, published twenty one years after the death of 
the Euphuist, calls attention to another element of the second 
group of Euphuistic peculiarities* as designated by recent crit­
icism. Landmann, whose primary interest is in the origin, history 
and characteristics of the general stylistic movement, rather 
than in the book Euphues, speaks of Lyly's prediliction for com­
parisons taken from nature, stating that the Euphuist frequent­
ly uses the fabulous natural history of Pliny.*1 But in critics
interested chiefly in Lyly the tendency seems to be to overesti­
mate the use of pseudo-nature references. Jusserand says, "It 
(Euphuism) consists in an immoderate, prodigious, monstrous use 
of similes, so arranged as to set up antitheses in every limb of 
the sentence...They are for the most part borrowed from an imagina­
ry ancient history and a fantastical natural history, a sort of 
mythology of plants and stones to which the most extraordianry 
virtues are attributed. In the important parts when he me»&« to 
use a noble style, Lyly can not relate the most trivial incident 
wibout setting up parallels between the sentiments of his characters 
and the virtues of toads, serpents, unicorns, scorpins and all 
the fantastical animals mentioned in Pliny or described in the 
bestiaries of the Middle ages.§ Sidney Lee says about the same 
thing: Lyly, when enforcing his sententious moralisijigs, delights
in long series of short parallel sentences, all in the same 
* Landmann: Shakespere Society Trans, p. 251; Euphues, Intro, p. XX. 
§ Jusserand: The English novel in the time of Shakespeare p. 107.
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syntactical form and embodying fantastical similes drawn from 
natural history and classical mythology.»*
While the use of similes drawn from fabulous natural history 
is a striking feature of the Euphues, a careful tabulation and 
enumeration of Lyly’s nature references show?results that seem to 
call for a modification of the statements just quoted. In the 
96 pages of text examined 80 different animals are mentioned.
The same struggle for variety noted in the classical references 
appears here; only l/4 of these animals are mentioned more than 
once. The striking fact about these animals, however, is that 
at least one half of them belonged to the ordinary every day 
life or sports of the time. Thus we have mentioned the sheep, ox, 
cow, goat, lamb, horse, colt, pig, sow, dog, hawk, falcon, hobby 
(a kind of falcon), puttwk (a kind of buzzard), dove,sparrow, 
swallow, heron, raven, swan, pheasant, partridge, spider,(7), 
bee (8), drone (3), moth (2), fly, ant, caterpillar, beetle, worm, 
eel, minnow, gudgeon, toad (3), Among the less familiar are 
the bear, bore, panther, eagle, and ostrich. The crocodile, 
camelion, scorpion, and serpent are among the rare animals. Ohly 
Six can be called fantastical; the polypous, salamander, trochillus, 
taurus, phoenix, and scolopidus. The following are the passages 
in which those names appear.
* Dictionary of National Biography
"Though the Polyphus chaunge his hue, yet the Salamander keepeth 
his color." pp. 73 11. 33-5.
"The Bride Taurus hath a great voyce, but a small body." p. 45 11.12
"The Eagle wing will waft the feather as well of the Phoenix 
as of the Pheasant." p. 58 11. 78.
"The Kp&de Trochilus lyeth by the mouth of the Crocodile and is 
not spoyled." p. 44 1. 3.
"As the fish Scolopidus in the flood Araris, at the waxing of 
the Moone is as white as the driven snow, and at the wayning as 
black as the burnt coale." p. 89 11. 8-10.
The animals to which the greatest number of references are 
made are: the bee (drone(3J) 11; spider (7); fly (6); eagle (6);
scorpion (4); serpent (4); toad (3).
A similar result is shown in the references to plant life.
The number of different plants, or parts of plants mentioned, 
including a few generic terms such as tree, flower, is 62. Of 
these 12, or about l/5 are referred to more than pnce. Omitting 
the names of all rare plants, or those that can possibly, be con­
sidered unusual, more than 2/3 of the number were familiar. Those 
most frequently mentioned are the rose (10), and the apple (4), not 
including the reference to the apples of Persia. Not more than 
11 of the plants can in any sense be called'fantastic:’ the 
colloquintida, Origanum, Dictanum, Reckat, Araxa, Nerius, Anchusa, 
Silvacenda, Amonius, Nardus, and Persian tree. Among the familiar 
plants are the oak, walnut, ash, maple, beech, elder, box, corn,
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hops, honey-suckle, nettle, moss, wheat, hemp, vine, ivy, and 
violet.
There are 22 different minerals mentioned; of these the 
names of 10 appear more than once. As might be expected, the re­
ferences from this province of natural history are more aaivention- 
al than those fnm either the animal or the plant, world. The most 
frequent references are to iron (8), gold (5), crystal (3).
The precious stones mentioned are the ruby, emerald, sapphire, 
and diamond. Other mineral substances are silveryflint^and marble. 
Six of the stones-imay be called fantastic, not more than one or 
two minerals in addition are unusual. The six stones are: the 
Asbestos, Oylindrus, Contiens, the stone of Sicilia, the stone in 
Liguria, and the ‘stone that groweth in the mount/saiis.*
Of the 164 different objects from the animal, plant, and 
mineral worlds, only 68 are rare, or even unusual; only 23 are in 
any sense fantastic. That is, Lyly draws at least 3/5 of his 
natural history illustrations from objects familiar to hi s readers. 
And it is the common names that are most frequently repeated.
But it is evident that fantastic statements may bo made about 
familiar objects. We do find many such in the Euphues. For ex­
ample :
“The foule Toade hath a faire stone in his head." p. 53 1. 31.
"Thef^art beeing perced with the dart, runneth out of hand to 
the Herb Di&tannum, and is healed." p. 61 11. 18-20.
"The spider, which in the finest web doth hang the fayrest fly." 
p. 91, 11. 21.
However, there are not so many of these as Jusserand would21
have us believe. Of the 176 passages containing nature referen­
ces, 15 may be said to be purely literary, that is, involving 
such a use of nature as we might £L nd in poetry or imaginary 
prose. Thus,
"Seeing the very blossoms of love is sower, the budde can not 
be sweete." p. 109, 1. 23.
"whyning like a Pigge halfe rosted." p. 116, 1. 4.
Omitting these, we find that of the statements attributing pro­
perties to plants, animals, or stones^70 are either false or 
questionable, 47 may be accepted as true, and 44 are so well known 
as to be almost proverbial. Examples have already been feiven 
illustrative of the false statements. An example of the true is: 
"Plante and translate the crabbe tree where, and whensoever it 
please you, and it wyll never bear sweet Apples, unless you graft 
it by Arte, which nothing toucheth nature." p. 41, 1. 25-8.
Of proverbial.
The Plye which playeth with the fire, is singed in the flame."
p. 66, 1. 1.
It is seen that the proverbial and true statements, 87 in 
all, outnumber the questionable or false.
The following general conclusions may then be deduced. Lyly 
uses a great number of natural history references, seeking varie­
ty by infrequent repetition. Many of these are fantastic; Lyly 
draws largely from the pseudo-natural history of Pliny and the 
bestiaries; but he draws more fully from the natural world famili­
ar to him and his readers.
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In regard to the proportion of the book taken up with this 
matter, the enumeration of lines in the different passages gives 
about 8 l/2 pages, or a little more than l/l2 of the whole, a 
lareger part than that occupied by classical references. The 
longest series devbted almost exclusively to natural history 
illustrations is about 18 lines, (p. 4), a little less than one- 
half of a page. Lyly mingles indiscriminately in his series 
classical and natural history references.
A misconception of the true nature of Euphueism appears in an 
article on Spenser’s Short Similies in the Modern Language Notes 
for January 1899.* The following are same of the statements made: 
"Spenser’s similes on animals show that he did not escape the 
tainting influence of euphuism so prevalent in his day. xxx :Spenser 
shows his euphuistic tendency in his fondness for the lion,xxx 
The fact that Spenser was thoroughly converted to euphuism shows 
itself again in the predominance of the similes on wild animals 
over those of tame animals.x x x They (Spenser's classical re­
ferences) are particularly note-worthy as furnishing conclusive 
evidence, by their pedantic modes of expression, that Spenser 
was converted to euphuism." Spenser's fondness for the vegetable 
worlolis also cited as proof of his conversion to euphuism. In 
regard to these various statements it may be said that mere number 
of allusions to mythology and nature does not constitute Euphuism. 
Further, in the story of Euphues proper there is not a single 
reference to the lion; if this is one of the characteristics^
animals of Euphueism it is strange that Lyly does not mention the 
* Spenser’s Short Similies, by 23 F. E. Rowe.
lion in his first work* The distiction of wild and tame animals 
seems hardly tenable; yet,even if it, is Lyly’s fondness for illus­
trations drawn from familiar and from domestic animals has been 
shown* But the greatest fallacy lies in confusing the use that 
Lyly and Spenser make of this material. In the examples cited 
to prove their similarity of treatment there is nothing in common 
excepting a general atmosphere of affectation. Spenser uses this 
material for descriptive purposes, or to illustrate an action; 
he usually considers at some length the qualities or movements of 
the object chosen as an illustration: Lyly, on the other hand,
chronicles some one peoulahity of the object, usually to confirm 
some general statement. Spenser does employ an alto estilo, but it 
is not the alto estilo of Guevarism or Euphuism.
There is still a third source of Lyly’s references, which for 
want of a more exact term we may call daily life. Here are class­
ed references to the sun, the moon, fire, water, to man’s physi­
cal nature, to the arts, to sports, to facts or pseudo-facts of 
physics; in addition, there are a number of miscellaneous state­
ments concerning common things that admit of no formal classifi­
cation. 99 such passages have been counted comprising about 4 
pages or l/24 of the book. l/3 of these are to man’s physical 
nature, especially to disease. Among the sports mentioned are 
angling,archery and hunting. The painter, the potter, and metal­
workers are mentioned. Among the miscellaneous references are 
mentioned certain species; certain kinds of cloth as velvet, 
cambric, lawn. There are three references to poison, three to
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vinegar, and eight to wine. That Lyly handies this material in the 
same maner as he does that gleaned from the animal, vegetable and
mineral worlds some examples will show. We find similar fantastic'
statements as:
"Doe we not commonly see that in the paynted pottes is hidden 
the deadliest poyson?" p. S3, 1. 87.
"The freshest colours soonest fade, the keenest Rasor soonest 
turneth his edge, the finest cloth is soonest eaten with Moathes, 
and the Sambricke sooner stayned than the coarse canvas." 
p. 34, 11. 14-18. We find also proverbial statements, or facts 
familiar enough to be called proverbial, as;
"The Potter fashioneth his clay when it is soft." p. 37, 1. 6.
Some statements are fantastic from their obviousness, as;
"the S3 ft feather^ breaksth the hard blade." p. 44, 1. 8.
Of the 99 references to daily life 16 may be considered either 
fantastic, false, or questionable. Thus about 5/6 are true or 
proverbial.
The result of the investigation of the prevflV^ee in the Euphu- 
es of elements of the second general groups of the characteristics 
of Euphuism shows that the classical references occupy about l/l6 
of the space; those to natural history about l/l2. That ia_, -
these Euphuistic elements comprise more than l/6 of the story. 
Although this is comparatively a large portion of the book to be 
devoted to such material, it is evident that the Euphues must 
contain much beside the references just considered.
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In a study of Lyly's references it will not do to omit a 
small class that has nothing to do with Euphuism, but k  is ono 
of the minor features of Lyly's work. This class consists of 
passages that have the Bible as their source. It is evident that, 
sice Lyly used the Bishoprs Bible*, an accurate study of the point 
can not be made by one familiar with only the King James version. 
But some observations can be given. There is frequently in Lyly's 
parallelism and proverbial use of nature a suggestion of the para­
llelism of Hebrew poetry as seen in the Book of Proverbs. Sever­
al passages in Lyly have a distinct scriptural tinge. There are 
in all 31 passages that have the Bible as their certain or probable
source. The Bible characters mentioned are Solomon, David, Adam, 
cJezabel, Deborah, the patriarchs and the prophets. Lyly refers 
to these personages as he does to the characters of ancient histo­
ry or mythology. As,
"I know that as there hath been an unchaste Helen in Greece, so 
there hath been also a chaste Penelope,- - - as there hath reigned 
a wicked Jezabel, so there hath ruled a devout Debora p. 119 1. 
37 - p. 120 1. 5.
There are two Biblical quotations attributed to their authors 
"that our life is - - of su ch shortness that Daniel sath, it is 
but a span long, of such sharpness that Job noteth it replenished 
with al miseries." p. 113, 11. 1-3.
* Childs, p. 33.
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The following twelve statements are taken more or less exactly 
from the Bible.
"express and lively image of gentle blood." p. 36, 1. 31 
Hebrews 1:3.
"those whose bellyes be their Gods" p. 38, 1. 29 
Philippians 3:10.
"can the Aethiope change or alter his skinne? or the Leopard 
his he4*>?" p. 42, 1. 738.
Jeremiah 13:23
"Is it possible to gather grapes of thorns or figges of thistles?" 
p. 42, 1. 9,10
Matthew 6:16
"the tree is known by his fruit." p. 59,33 
Matthew 12:33
"Men are always laying baites for women, which are the weaker 
vessels, p. 78, 1. 28.
1 Peter 3:7
"as thou hast reaped where another has sowen so another may 
thresh that which thou has reaped." p. 92, 11. 1,2.
John 4:37-8.
"That thou mayest he measured unto with the lyke measure that 
thou hast meaten unto others", p. 92, 11. 3,4.
Matthew 7:2.
"What less then the grayne of Mustard seed, in time almost what 
thing is greater then the stalke thereoff. p. 109, 11. 31-3. 
Matthew 13:31-2.
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"Her® shalt thou behold as it were in a glas: e, that al the glory 
of man is as the grasse." p. 112, 11. 36,7.
Psalms 103, 15.
"Edifie the hearts of many by thy sound doctrine." p. 113, 1. 15,16 
11 Timothy 4:2
"Mortifie therefore thy affections and force not Nature against 
Nature to strive in vaine? p. 113, 11. 37,8.
Colossians 3:5.
"Phisition, heale thy selfe." p. 118, 1. 31.
Luke 4:23.
It will be noticed that Lyly draws most largely from the 
gospels and epistles; that his quotations are generally of a prover­
bial nature; and that the Biblical character mentioned are ingener­
al those who have become types of some quality. In short,
Lyly uses the Bible as a source of example just as he employs-: 
other materials; and he alludes to passages that are well known.
Here is noting fantastic; the only artificallty is in the rhetori-
4
cal structure. It is well to oppse thus English feature of the 
book to the emphasis placed on Lyly's dependence on foreigh models.
The term simile is a convenient word to describe the kind of 
ornament Lyly introduces in his various references. Many of his 
figures are similes in the strict sense of the term, both members 
of the comparison being stated; and although the connective is 
sometimes omitted, a large number have the usual 'as* or *for as’.
But the imperfect allegory is also used; only the illustration is 
given, and the statement illustrated left to inference. Allegory 
is used especially in the series of rhetorical questions. A similar
statement in regard to the use of simile and imperfect allegory is
made by Dr. F. I. Carpenter concerning Lyly's plays. *
Although the similes in the Euphues so far outnumber and
overshadow the metaphor^s as to make the latter figure of speech
appear but an incident in Lyly' s style, the metaphor^s are in
themselves well worth consideration. Writers on Euphuism have
ugiven but passing attention to them. Landmann says: A careful 
analysis of seme pages of the Euphues shows that Lyly*s metaphorfcs 
are in the most instances not exaggerated.§ Breymann in iLs re­
view of Landmann*s dissertation on Euphuism states: "Euphuism is 
free from dark conceits (atispielungen), fantastic hyperbole, 
far-fetched metaphors, which later distinguish Gongorism in Spain."** 
Morley emphasises Lyly’s use of the rhetorical figures, antithe­
sis, climax, etc. as distinguished from tropes. He states that 
exaggerated metaphores are not found in Euphuistic prose, but in 
that of a later period, although they appear in the poetry contempo­
rary with Euphuism. §§ On the other hand, Carpenter in his study 
of Lyly's plays states: "Probably nine-tenths of Lyly's figures 
are in the nature of conceits. They are intellectual and involve
* Carpenter: Metaphor and Simile in the Minor Elizabethan Drama, p. 13 
§ Landmann: Euphues, Intro, p. XIV
** Englische Studieu: Vol, V Breymann: Landmann, Der Euphuism p. 411
"Der Euphuisra ist daher freiivon den.dunklen anspielungen^phantas-
tischen hyperb*!^ und ubertriebenen kiihnen metaphor, welche, spater
den Grongrisimu& in Spanien kennzeich!$ien."
§§Morley English writers Vol. VIII p. 319.
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a process of reasoning, rarely are they emotional and imaginative.* 
The ppints to be noted in these quoted passages are the opinions 
as to the numberrand nature of Lyly’s metaphorfs. The number of 
metaphor^s in the Euphues seems greater than critics generally 
suppose. There are at least 44 distinct metaphorical passages 
in the 96 pages of the Euphues studied, that is_,an average of one 
metaphor^ to every two pages. Of these seven are clearly con­
ceits. For instance,
"You have used these smoakie arguments thinking to smother me 
in the conceit of a strong imagination." p. 34, 11. 3-5,
"laid reason in water, being to salt for his taste and followed 
unbridled affection most pleasant for his tooth." p. 34 11.,2-5. 
"and witte although it hath been eaten with the canker of his 
own conceite, and fetted with the rust of va|ue love, yet being 
purified in the styll of wisdome, and tryed in the fire of zeal, 
will shine bright and smell sweet in the nosthrels of young
noises." p. 101, 11. 3-8.%
A careful study of Lyly’s similes would doubtless reveal 
a like use of conceits. Since this is true of Lyly*s:Euphues, 
and also, in a greater measure, of his plays, which are mostly 
in prose, it must follow that either conceits do enter in some 
degree into Euphuism, or to use a paradoxical expression, the 
presence of coneits is a non-Euphuistic feature of the book Euphues 
which has crept in from other forms of literary affectation of the
* Carpenter: p. 13.
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period.
One characteristic of Lyly’s style while not considered a 
strictly a feature of the general stylistic movement of Euphuism, 
can not be ignored in a study of the book: that is, the great 
number of epigrams, aphorisms and proverbs. Tempering the exaggera­
tion of the classical and pseudo-natural history references is 
a multitude of terse, crisp, familiar savings. The straining 
after epigram is as much a matter of affectation as the too 
abundant use of simile; but it has a contrary effect on the style; 
it redeems it from the error of diffuseness and floridness. To 
illustrate this element of Lyly’s. style a list of the most familiar 
proverbial sayings is given. No attempt has ben made to trace 
them to their source, or to separate those that Lyly quotes from 
those he originates.
"Wit is the better if it be the dearer bought." p. 34, 1. 38.
"So many men so many minds." p. 40, 1.9.
"One should eat a bushel of salt with him whom he meaneth to 
make his friend." p. 48, 11. 17-rl9.
"Trial maketh trust." p. 48, 1. 19.
"Lyke will to lyke." p. 48, 1. 22.
"The weakest must still to the wall." p. 53, 1. 2.
"He that loseth his honestie has nothing else to loose." p. 63, 4-5 
"Gold maketh an honest man an ill man." p. 63, 1. 17.
"It must be a wyly Mouse that sgall breeds in the Cats eare." 
p. 63, 11. 29,30.
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"Delayes breeds dangers, nothing so perilous as procastination." 
p • 6b| 1« 55, 66 «
"Two may keepe council if one be away p. 67, 11. 17-18. 
"Thinking al to be gold that glitered." p. 67, 1. 36.
"Least comparison^should seem odious." p. 68, 11. 9, 10.
"It must be a hardie Winter when one Wolfe eatsth another." 
p. 78, 1. 2. —
"A desperate disease i4f to be committed to a desperate Doctor." 
p« 67j 1« 31•
"When the Fo$e preacheth, the Geese perish." p. 75, 1. 25.
"In a kissing raouthe thero lyeth a galling minde." p. 75, 1. 27.
"You make a long Harvest for a lyttle corn, and angle for the
fish that is already caught." p. 97, 1. 7.
"to swallow a gudgeon." p. 97, 1. 38.
"Is your minde on your meate." p. 80, 1. 15.
" A pennfcj^  for your thoughts." p. 80, 1. 16
"Read it and take it for nothing." p. 80, 1. 19.
"In some browne study." p. 80, 1. 21.
£"A guest nore bold thfCn welcome." p. 82, 1. 29.
"He reckoneth without his Hostesse." p. 84, 1. 30.
"There can be no bargain where both be not agreed." p. 85, 1. 8. 
"To take me napping." p. 87, 1. 17.
"To change with every winde." p. 89, 1. 16.
"A new brome sweeps cleane." p. 89, 1. 18.
"Love knoweth no laws." p. 93, 1. 16.
"Farre fet and deere bought is good for Ladyes." p. 93, 1. 36.
"In misery it is a great comfort to have a companion." p. 22, 1. 
"It is the eye of the master that fatteth the horse, and the 
love of the woman that maketh the man." p. 104, 11. 10-12.
"cock of the game" - - -"crye creake" - -"olde huddle and twang." 
p. 106, 11. 20-33.
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"rather shrinke in the wotting JShen wast in the wearing, 
p. 106, 1. 34.
"I mean not to run with the Hare and holde with the Hounde."
107, 1. 32.
‘ ” "to carry fire in one hand and water in the other." p. 107, 1.33.
"pinned to their sleeves." p. 109, 1. 9.
"He that toucheth pitch shall be defiled." p. Ill, 1. 2
"that have more strings to thJiyhwL than one." p. Ill, 1. 34.
"It is safe riding at two anchors." p. Ill, 1. 35.
"Carry two faces in one hood." p. 117, 1. 9.
It is evident that here is much in the Euphues besides what
is exaggerated and fantastic, and that it is an injustice to
condemn the book as a mere piece of affectation. Whatever may
be true of the source of Lyly's material and the amount of for-
oueigh influence, the book has some proi^unced English features.
It is not silly and sentimental. It is a didactic novel, a book 
with a distinct moral purpose. Although in our own age we do not 
take kindly to mbralizing in fiction and to artificial construction, 
yet a truly cosmopolitan taste will judge the Euphues by the stand­
ards of the class of art to which it belongs, and will find in Lyly's 
style a beauty of its own. 33
